PARAOKE alpha: a new application development of multiplex-hidden display technique for music entertainment system
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Abstract
This project is focusing on the development of a new generation of karaoke entertainment system using augmented reality techniques. It has a multiplex hidden image display using stereoscopic projection and the hiding algorithm “ScratterH”, a special device to see hidden images with a wireless controller called “Fil-Con”, and a dance motion analyzer using Kinect for natural dancing support. The audience can participate in multilingual karaoke by singing and dancing. This system expands the possibility of karaoke entertainment from current karaoke systems meant exclusively for singers.

1 Motivation:
Next generation of Karaoke

Figure 1: Karaoke is a singing entertainment system. This project focuses on extending it for wider range of people.

Currently, karaoke, which means “empty orchestra” (in Japanese) is a type of entertainment media used throughout the world. It was invented in 1971, in Japan by Daisuke Inoue who was awarded the “Ig Nobel Peace Prize” in 2004 for his inventing karaoke, thereby providing an entirely new way for people to learn to tolerate each other [1]. This project attempts to extend karaoke so a wider range of people can enjoy it.

The “PARAOKE” project is focused on solving the exclusiveness of current karaoke entertainment. If the media system can include support for audience members who currently only listen to the singers without interfering, it may be possible to create a new entertainment system that can continuously extend current entertainment culture and user habits. Especially, current karaoke users may be satisfied when there are only a few singers at a time because the systems are designed only for the singer and, in private karaoke rooms, a price is charged to every participant according to the amount of time in some country like Japan. User satisfaction may depend on the amount of singing, not listening.

2 Concept of PARAOKE
PARAOKE is an acronym of “Parallel Augmented Reality for Audience-Oriented Entertainment”.

With modern karaoke systems where the singer is at the heart of the action, any content that would inhibit a song (such as games) cannot be played at
the same time. The display of a karaoke system is an especially important device. Fig. 2 shows an isolated singer who is singing in front of an audience that is not looking in the same direction where the song information is being displayed. If a multiplexed display can be applied to a karaoke system, it may be possible to realize a new kind of entertainment that more naturally involves not only karaoke singers but also karaoke audience members.

Figure 2: An issue with current karaoke systems: Most are designed only for the singer, not for the audience, making the singer may feel isolated.

If a multiplexed information display is used for karaoke, it may enhance not only the singer but also dancers and musicians, expanding the enjoyment to be had in arrangement with music.

Fig. 3 is a concept image describing the idea behind the PARAOKE (Parallel Augmented Reality for Audience-Oriented Entertainment) system. The singer is on the right but the audience members can freely dance and play guitar. PARAOKE elicits dancing and playing along with the same music from audience members to make the singer feel more comfortable.

Some current music game systems like “Dance Evolution” or “Guitar Hero” motivate players but do not focus on collaboration with the singer. Additionally, conventional music game systems require play in accordance with symbolic scoring within the system. But audience members should not be forced to join the singing by design.

3 System architecture

3.1 ScritterH: Multiplex-Hidden Imagery

This project involves the development of a new hiding algorithm called “ScritterH” to realize multiplex-hidden imagery[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Scritter is a new application of stereoscopic projectors. It can make multi-channels using polarization filtered glasses. The user can see completely different images. ScritterH is an advanced algorithm of Scritter. It has realized free image generation for the naked eye. When users look through a polarization filter, they can see a hidden image. This can enhance current karaoke captions by adding content like music games or menus.

This technology is also compatible with current stereo projectors. Not only for current karaoke systems, Scritter and its series of application can also give new value to the future of stereo 3D imagery.

Figure 3: Concept sketch of PARAOKE: Only the singer can see the lyrics through special glasses.

Figure 4: Multilingual subtitles with Scritter

3.2 Fil-Con

“Fil-Con”, is a controller with a filter for use with ScritterH. In particular, it consists of a polarization filter and a wireless controller. When using this controller to project multiplexed images from a pair of projectors onto a silver screen, users can see the hidden parallel image. This allows for the configuration of an augmented reality display using optics free of any electronic devices. The prototype (Fig. 5) utilizes
3.3 Natural Dance Analyzer

Natural Dance Analyzer (NDA) is a real-time motion capture and motion evaluation system which is based on a Microsoft Kinect sensor and the past research and game development projects as GAMIC algorithm by Fujimura et al. [9, 10] and tools by Misumi et al. [11].

Dancers who join as audience members in karaoke may make swinging motions along with the music. These body movements can be captured by the Kinect sensor as a depth image then processed with the Microsoft Kinect SDK to obtain kinematic bone positions of the target without any need for calibration.

Dance movement can be described as a non-discrete process. The NDA recognition algorithm is based on multiple kinematics evaluation functions which are configured by dot product between target gesture $T_i$ and the current user’s bone posture $V_i$.

$$f_n = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=0}^{k} \left( \frac{T_i \cdot V_i}{\|T_i \cdot V_i\|} \right) \quad (k: \text{bones}) \quad (1)$$

$K$ is the number of bones, which total at 20 for the entire body in Microsoft Kinect SDK. Each key dance motions have evaluation functions $f_0, f_1, ..., f_n$ and they evaluate audience players’ motion continuously for some characteristic parts like arms. These functions output similarity of the user’s posture to a target motion which is defined by ideal or arbitrary values.
NDA takes the body position coordinates \((x, y)\) as well as left and right arm angles \((\theta L, \theta R)\) from the full kinematics data set. These are then classified according to four possible conditions such as “straight” or “bend” for each arm. Fig. 8 is a screenshot of the prototype. When the system has target dance data captured as the ideal pose in advance, it evaluates the similarity and rewards points. The point and movement monitors show on the main screen in real-time to further motivate audience activity.

3.4 Karaoke evaluation

To realize the enhancement of current karaoke experiences for an international scene like Laval Virtual ReVolution, a karaoke evaluation system specialized for the ScritterH environment is being developed.

Fig. 9 describes a real-time process for singers. The singers who use special glasses or the Fil-Con and microphone can see lyrics with markers (referred to as “Code”) that are generated in advance from the music.

The singer’s voice is processed using a FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and if it matches the Code, the evaluation function will reward points. The Code and FFT results are shown along with the lyrics in the hidden image to help singers perform foreign or unknown songs more easily. This system also can support karaoke beginners, because the hidden image has an advantage over double screens which are shown to all audience members.

4 Trial experiences

Currently, this system is the alpha version of the project concept. Now it is obtaining actual user experiences in natural entertaining conditions. As a field test, it will be exhibited at Laval Virtual 2012. This version allows French people to sing Japanese P·P music with our dance-karaoke system. Audience members viewing the screen without special glasses will see lyrics written in French phonetics. French and Japanese participants both can freely enjoy karaoke together without the language barrier.
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